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Autopsy has long been a driving force for people interested 
in ancient Athens: already in the Hellenistic period, Attalid 
princes came to Athens for polish, as did notables from 
Rome (Cicero and Aulus Gellius are among the better known 
students who flourished as a result). Everyone wanted to see 
the famous city for himself, bask in its glory, and perhaps 
eventually contribute to it. In the early modern era, Athens 
and Attica came under a new, antiquarian and archaeological 
eye when Cyriacus of Ancona traveled to Athens in the 
1430s, copied many ancient inscriptions, and kept extensive 
diaries of his visits to Greece and the eastern Mediterranean. 
His efforts and observations in effect founded the study of 
Athens and Attica, and the new field of archaeology.

A small but ever-increasing number of intrepid early 
travelers from western Europe braved the difficult conditions 
and political obstacles to travel in the eastern Mediterranean 
then under Ottoman rule. Jacob Spon and his fellow traveler 
Sir George Wheler published accounts of their travels in 
1675, but two of their traveling party did not survive.1 In 
the eighteenth century, David Le Roy and the British team 
James Stuart and Nicholas Revett traveled with the goal of 
understanding and documenting ancient Greek architecture. 
Up until then, Greek architecture in Italy provided exemplars 
for students of architecture, particularly the temples at 
Paestum and in Sicily, but even those temples had not yet 
been fully explored and documented. 

In the coffee houses of Rome, Stuart and Revett eagerly 
talked about going to Athens. Le Roy’s account was 
published first, much to the chagrin of Stuart and Revett, 
but it caused great excitement in France. His book and a 
few years later, Stuart and Revett’s Antiquities of Athens, 
were read avidly in western Europe and their drawings 
much admired. The Antiquities of Athens has gone through 
many printings since the initial volume of 1762 and is still 
in print. Their work had a huge influence on contemporary 
architecture, as the authors and their sponsor the Society of 
Dilettanti hoped. Above all, Stuart and Revett took pride in 
accuracy of measurement and recording, and their drawings 
were useful to practicing architects of their time, and are 

still useful to archaeologists today. They set a new standard 
of representation for ancient buildings and monuments.2 

The ongoing Napoleonic Wars made Greece an attractive 
alternative destination to the more typical Grand Tour of 
Italy that was so popular for gentlemen of means in the 18th 
century. The British artist Edward Dodwell and his Italian 
assistant Simone Pomardi made numerous watercolors 
during his travels in Greece beginning in 1805, many of 
them based on views provided by a camera obscura; hence 
they provide accurate rather than merely impressionistic 
views of sites and monuments. In the years leading up to the 
Greek War of Independence, Col. Martin Leake walked or 
rode much of the Greek countryside and brought extensive 
military experience and acumen in his observations as a 
topographer. Like Dodwell, he was steeped in ancient texts 
and a keen student of Pausanias. A more scholarly view of 
Greece’s past was emerging and is noticeable, for example, 
in C. R. Cockerell’s account of his work at Aigina and Bassai 
in 1811 (published in 1860), which could be regarded as 
one of the earliest proper excavation reports.3

With the founding of the new modern state of Greece, 
interest in archaeology intensified. This era saw increasing 
diligence in recording, salvaging, protecting and collecting 
antiquities, with the island of Aigina initially serving as a 
depository for a new national collection, founded under the 
initiative of Ioannis Kapodistrias, the first Governor of the 
new Greek state. The choice of Athens, rather than Nafplion, 
as the capital resulted in an extensive program of building 
within the city and at Piraeus, and soon the population of 
Athens doubled and tripled. 

After 1832, the young new King Otto, son of the 
philhellenic King Ludwig I of Bavaria, attracted German 
architects to Athens, and one result was renewed attention 
to the Akropolis. Karl Friedrich Schinkel developed plans 
for a palace on the Akropolis (fortunately not carried out!). 
A style modeled on ancient Greek buildings influenced 
much of his other work in Berlin and elsewhere. Among 
important early studies of the time was that of the Temple 
of Athena Nike; it had been dismantled by the Ottomans and 
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incorporated into a fortification wall, but now Ludwig Ross, 
Eduard Schaubert and Christian Hansen measured and drew 
it so that it could be set up again.4 This work gave them 
the opportunity to study ancient construction and sculpting 
methods in detail.

The Greek Archaeological Service was formed in 
1833 as the first such national body in Europe, and 
became responsible for management of the whole of 
the archaeological heritage of Greece. Greek scholars 
such as K. S. Pittakys undertook to document as many 
inscriptions as possible, laying part of the groundwork 
for epigraphical volumes to come later in the century. In 
1848, he became General Ephor of Antiquities, thus head 
of the Greek Archaeological Service. A new Archaeological 
Society at Athens, founded in 1837 by Greek scholars and 
politicians, took a very active role in encouraging the study, 
collection and restoration of monuments and antiquities 
of all sorts. With private funding, the Society sponsored 
excavations and accomplished important archaeological 
documentation which continues today.5 A third interested 
body was the National and Kapodistrian University of 
Athens, officially founded on April 14th, 1837. It was the 
first university founded in the Balkan peninsula and the 
Eastern Mediterranean. The study of the classical heritage 
of Greece, and efforts to protect and conserve it, were 
underway.

After the foundation of modern Greece, the physical 
remains of the Greek past were becoming more a matter 
for scholarship than ownership: the era of widespread 
“collecting” of antiquities did not start with Lord Elgin 
but certainly was punctuated by his depredations, and 
now was coming to a close.6 While looting continued, and 
occasionally still does, more effort was made to halt it. The 
new government bodies were organizing the various aspects 
of archaeological heritage with control over ownership, 
excavation and study. The Parthenon itself was becoming 
a focal point and symbol for ancient Greek achievement.

Western European governments sponsored schools 
or institutes of archaeology in Athens: the first was the 
French School of Archaeology (1846), followed by the 
German Institute of Archaeology (1872), and the British 
School at Athens (1886). These institutes, largely funded 
by their respective governments, sponsored excavations 
with permission from the Greek government, founded 
libraries, and served as a base to connect the countries’ home 
universities with research in Greece. They were founded at 
a time when everyone regarded Greek history and ancient 
Greek culture as the fundamental underpinning of western 
civilization. The significance and importance of Greek 
history and Greek archaeology were unquestioned, and it 
was felt that all of Europe was the heir of Greece: a general 
sense of philhellenism had fostered European intervention in 
the Greek War of Independence. Today there are seventeen 
foreign Schools of archaeology in Athens.

The American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 
founded in 1881 as the third of the foreign schools in 
Greece, is exceptional among the seventeen in two ways: 
it was founded by private donors committed to Classical 
Studies, and continues to be funded with its endowment 
and donations, plus occasional grants; and it sought 
from the beginning to provide an academic program for 
graduate students in Greece. This was felt to be especially 
important for North American students, who live at a much 
greater distance from Greece compared to their European 
counterparts, who could easily journey there when they 
wished. 

A year abroad at “the School” (as its denizens refer 
to it) was soon regarded as a necessity for any young 
American scholar wishing to study Greek history, literature, 
or archaeology, as it continues to be today. It was believed 
then, and we still do, that there is no substitute for 
personal autopsy: to understand the literature, history, and 
material culture of ancient Greece, one must experience the 
landscape, walk through the mountains, sail on the seas, 
visit its museums. Today the School provides an intensive, 
year-long academic program for North American graduate 
students, houses two superb research libraries, sponsors 
excavations in the Athenian Agora and ancient Corinth, 
supports other excavations and affiliated research projects, 
and houses the Weiner Lab for archaeological scientific 
study.

In the course of the 20th century, archaeological research 
contributed by members and faculty of the School expanded 
enormously our knowledge of Athens and Attica. The 
excavations of the Athenian Agora were inaugurated in May, 
1931, and since then have revealed the very heart of the 
ancient city, a whole complex of civic and sacred buildings, 
law courts, monuments, and roadways. The Stoa of Attalos 
was reconstructed as authentically as modern engineering 
standards allowed to serve as a museum for the public, 
under the leadership of Homer A. Thompson.7 Excavations 
are still ongoing, and the excavated ancient site is now a 
shady archaeological park, replanted with trees and shrubs 
known to have been part of ancient landscapes, and a major 
attraction for birds, as well as modern visitors. Some 60 
books and more than 400 articles have been published on 
the results of the excavations.

The rural demes and countryside of Attica were 
thoroughly explored by Eugene Vanderpool during his 
many years as Professor of Archaeology at the School; 
he published extensively on the plain and topography of 
Marathon and its environs, and the northwestern areas 
of Attica, including border forts. William B. Dinsmoor, 
Jr. also took on many topics of architectural interest both 
within the Agora and outside it, such as a major study of the 
Temple of Athena Sounias at Sounion.8 Merle Langdon has 
contributed extensive studies of mountaintop sanctuaries in 
Attica, and the rupestral inscriptions he found on the slopes 
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of Hymettos and in the area of Laurion. John Camp, Josiah 
Ober and Mark Munn have elucidated further the border 
defenses of Attica, not only through excavation, but also 
extensive hiking and personal observation, a strong tradition 
in the School. 

As we move forward in the 21st century, fresh exam-
ination of old material in Athens and Attica brings new 
perspectives and answers. One approach is to take on a 
specific, knotty chronological problem and bring every shred 
of known evidence to elucidate it, such as Andrew Stewart’s 
close reading of the chronology for art production around 
the time of the Persian Wars.9 Another approach is to make 
good use of previously published data that is quite scattered 
and difficult of access: examples of recent articles that 
follow this method with great success are Merle Langdon’s 
study of the quarries in Piraeus, Nathan Arrington’s location 
of the demosion sema, and Anna Theocharaki’s thorough 
investigation of the walls of Athens.10 Another project 
gathers a research team of scholars to tackle a large body 
of material: thus John Travlos’s now classic Pictorial 
Dictionary of Athens (1971) is being supplemented by an 
ambitious eight-volume series on the topography of Athens, 
led by Emanuele Greco of the Italian School of Archaeology 
in Athens, with thorough coverage of each area of the ancient 
city.11 Perhaps the most vigorous area within Classical 
Archaeology is the study of ceramics, with ongoing new 
interpretations in types, sources, production and distribution, 
uses and iconography. Chronologies established by ceramics 
are essential for the study of everything else, and continue 
apace with important results. An example is the refined 
dating for the beginning of Athenian Red-figure pottery, 
argued by Ulf Kenzler and Susan Rotroff.12

Other new directions have resulted from changes in the 
scholarly consensus formed in the previous generation: an 
example is the now dropped “rule of the three-barred sigma,” 
a shorthand description for overly prescriptive dating of 
inscriptions by letter forms. Those rules had developed 
over the course of decades of study of the inscribed lists 
of aparchai offered to Athena (the “Athenian tribute quota 
lists”) that had emerged in the course of excavations of the 
Agora and environs, and other Athenian inscriptions. The 
history of Athenian arche in the 5th century BC, a seemingly 
closed subject until recently, attracts fresh interpretation 
from every direction, especially when inscriptions from 
elsewhere, as from Delos, are brought into the discussion.13 

What finally persuaded everyone in the early 1990s to 
take a less rigid view of letter forms was the application 
of new laser technologies that enhance autopsy and enable 
new ways of viewing.14 New technologies continue to 
enhance interpretations in Classical studies; all of ancient 
Greek literature may be searched digitally on the Thesaurus 
Linguae Graecae (TLG). Laser scanning has wonderful 
applications for architecture and architectural terracottas, 
as we may see in the digital reconstructions by Philip 

Saperstein. In Athens, new interpretations of the sculpture 
of the Parthenon and its visibility have been undertaken by 
Jenifer Neils and Bonna Wescoat, and like the TLG, are 
easily available on the internet.15 These supplement fresh 
studies of the details of the Parthenon’s frieze, and other 
new studies of Athenian sculptural production.16

While students of Athens and Attica are eager to apply 
new technologies, we still are in frequent dialogue with 
earlier travelers. Thanks to Cyriacus’ close observation 
and careful records of his visit in 1436, for example, it 
was possible in a study published in 2005 to redate and 
reinterpret the significance of the Little Metropolitan church 
(Panagia Gorgoepikoos) in the center of Athens. Bente 
Kiilerich shows that Cyriacus saw an inscription in the 
area of the ancient Agora, which later was moved and built 
into the south wall of the church, along with many other 
spolia.17 Rather than viewing the small church as typical 
of late 12th century Byzantine plans, whose builders used 
large quantities of old marble blocks because it was cheap 
and convenient, we now see that the church was carefully 
constructed of ancient material with new meanings attached 
to their imagery, probably around 1460. The Parthenon (then 
known as the Panagia Athenotissa) had just been converted 
from a Christian church to a mosque after the Ottoman 
capture of Athens in 1458. Under the new Ottoman regime, 
Greek Orthodoxy was nonetheless able to make a public 
statement about inherited traditions by virtue of the recycled 
blocks. Thus fresh research, based on Cyriacus’ record of 
his own autopsy, has added a new layer to Athens’ history.

Why focus on classical Athens and Attica, and why 
now, after so many centuries? Philhellenism, of course, is 
still alive and flourishing. The large body of prestigious 
literature written in antiquity encourages further exploration. 
The enormous amount of information available about 
ancient Athens and Attica may be paralleled only in the 
study of ancient Rome, so that many historical questions 
may be posed, and have the potential for satisfactory 
answers. The excavation of the Athenian Agora, and other 
sites in Athens and Attica, have yielded a large corpus of 
inscriptions that are critical for understanding details of 
ancient religion, social institutions, political history, and 
daily life. Despite the ongoing tensions between the needs 
of a modern city situated over the ancient remains of interest 
to archaeologists, much material of all sorts is available for 
fresh study, and older finds may be further elucidated by 
younger eyes. 

The “rescue” excavations of recent years, conducted by 
the Greek Archaeological Service during construction of the 
Metro system, of the highway known as the Attiki Odos, and 
of other sites in anticipation of the 2004 Olympics, have also 
contributed significant new finds. These excavations have 
added greatly to our knowledge of mortuary practices and 
ancient populations, about houses, and road networks. The 
ongoing, meticulous restoration projects on the Akropolis 
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have yielded much new information about its architecture, 
some of it surprising, such as the windows in the Parthenon.18 
Faculty and visitors at the seventeen foreign schools, plus the 
staff of the Greek Archaeological Service, the members of 
the Archaeological Society of Athens, and the faculty of the 
University of Athens fill the year with lectures, symposia, 
and conferences: an energetic and effervescent international 
community of persons interested in antiquity has fully 
superceded the lone pioneering travelers of centuries ago. 
This is an exciting time to study in Athens.

The authors in this volume have all had some association 
with the American School, and several “generations” of 
students are represented here, as well as many decades’ 
experience in Athens. The papers, while brief, contribute new 
findings that result from intensive, first-hand examinations 
of the archaeological and epigraphical evidence. They 
illustrate how much may be gained by re-examining material 
from older excavations, and from the methodological shift 
from documenting information to closer analysis and larger 
historical reflection. Several of the papers were given in an 
earlier form at the annual meetings of the Archaeological 
Institute of America, held in Chicago in January, 2014.

The papers here offer a variety of perspectives on a 
range of issues: the ambience of the ancient city for passers-
by, filled with roadside shrines, is discussed by Johanna 
Best. The metopes on the east front of its major temple, 
the Parthenon, are elucidated by Jenifer Neils, Rachel 
Sternberg, and Derek Reinbold. Techniques of construction 
and of sculpting are discussed by Nancy Klein and Barbara 
Tsakirgis. Aspects of religious expression in Athens include 
cults of Asklepios and Serapis, investigated here by Jessica 
Lamont, Carol Lawton, and Brian Martens, and the precise 
procedures for Greek sacrifice are explained by Jake 
Morton, based on practical experiments. How damaged 
statuary could be treated reverently or not is investigated 
by Angele Rosenberg-Dimitracopoulou and Rachel Kousser. 
Jessica Paga looks outward to the borders of Attica and 
how they were defined over time, and its road-system has 
been walked by Sylvian Fachard and Daniele Pirisino. In 
the deme sites, a stoa at Thorikos is treated by Margaret 
Miles, and a spectacular dedication at Sounion by Kristian 
Lorenzo. With a broad perspective, Marya Fisher urges us 
not to be overly fascinated by columnar orders if we want 
to understand better the purposes of Greek architecture.

Collectively, the authors of this volume owe warm thanks 
to the American School of Classical Studies, for fostering 
and nourishing our scholarship. We are also grateful to our 
Greek hosts who generously share access to ancient material 
so that we may study it. On behalf of the authors, I thank 
in particular past Director of the School Jack Davis and 
current Director James Wright, and the staff at the School 
for making our studies possible and encouraging them over 
the past few years when the work presented here took shape. 
I myself as Editor add personal thanks to the many friends 

and colleagues who were willing to drop everything to read 
drafts of these papers, often at very short notice, so that 
this could be a peer-reviewed volume. You know who you 
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Notes
1 Spon 1678, Wheler 1682; one man became ill and died near 

Delphi, and a second was captured by pirates, enslaved, and 
later murdered (Arbuthnott 2006, 68).

2 Middleton 2004, Le Roy 2004 [1770], Stuart and Revett 
1762–1812, Watkin 2006.

3 Dodwell 1819, 1834, Leake 1821, Cockerell 1860, Eisner 
1993, Camp 2013.

4 On the initial archaeological work on the Akropolis and the 
ideological views then at play, see Hamilakis 2007, pp. 85–99.

5 Petrakos 2007.
6 Miles 2008, pp. 307– 319.
7 For an illustrated overview of the excavations, see Mauzy 

and Camp 2006.
8 His manuscript is soon to be published by Barbara Barletta, 

with her additional observations.
9 Stewart 2008a, 2008b.
10 Langdon 2000[2004], Arrington 2010, Theocharakis 2012.
11 Greco 2010, 2011.
12 Kenzler 2007, Rotroff 2009.
13 Warnings had been sounded early on by H. Mattingly (papers 

collected in 1996). See the essays in Ma, Papazarkadas, Parker 
2009; Marginesu 2010; Delos: Chankowski 2008; overview 
on the stelai with aparchai: Miles 2011.

14 Chambers, Galluci, Spanos 1990.
15 TLG: http://www.tlg.uci.edu; Saperstein: http://sites.museum.

upenn.edu/monrepos/; Neils: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hUZhApnYbGc; Wescoat: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=RauBAZYLJ2A; see also Wescoat http://www.
samothrace.emory.edu/visualizing-the-sanctuary/

16 Neils 2001, Marconi 2009, Palagia 2006, 2009.
17 Kiilerich 2005.
18 Korres 1984.
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The Experience of Greek Sacrifice:  
Investigating Fat-Wrapped Thighbones

Jacob Morton 

Introduction
Animal sacrifice was the most important religious act in 
ancient Greece. While this act involved many separate 
components, the interaction between man and the gods 
took place at the altar. Much scholarly attention has been 
directed towards the meanings and origins of this divine 
interaction but less has been paid to the realities of what 
actually happened at the altar. 

During ancient sacrifice, after slaughter, part of the victim 
was taken to the altar and part was taken for distribution to 
people as raw or cooked meat. After the victim was killed, 
the first step in the butchery process was to open up the 
chest cavity and take out the internal organs, including the 
splánchna (the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and kidneys1) 
and the omentum (a sheet of fatty membrane that hangs 
down from the stomach). Then, the legs including the tail 
were removed. While the remainder of the carcass was 
distributed as food, the legs, tail, splánchna, and potentially 
the omentum were taken to the altar. 

At the altar, sacrificial victims’ thighbones wrapped in fat 
were burned, the tails were burned, and the splánchna were 
roasted. As the textual, iconographic, and archaeological 
evidence concerning these rites is limited, to better 
understand the rituals performed at the altar I conducted 
experiments attempting to recreate them. There have been 

previous attempts to explore sacrifice from a practical 
perspective.2 My project addresses new research questions 
and, most importantly, I designed it to build up a larger 
body of data through repetition. The broader goal of the 
project is to develop a methodology for better understanding 
Greek sacrificial ritual, demonstrating that experimental 
archaeology can clarify the ancient sources. The fat-wrapped 
thighbones are the focus here: I identify what fat was 
wrapped around the thighbone, and I establish why this 
choice was made through experimental archaeology.

I explored this problem from two perspectives: butchery 
and burning. Each week I went to Central Market in Athens 
and bought two lamb legs with tails attached from lambs 
between 8 and 18 months old. I removed the thighbones 
and tails from the legs and then wrapped the thighbones in 
omentum, or in the fat from the thigh itself, or left them bare; 
the choice depended on availability as well as experimental 
goals. For this I used my training in butchery, acquired 
during my 10 years working as a professional cook. 

Then I studied how the differently wrapped thighbones 
burned. At the American School for Classical Studies at 
Athens, along with fellow Member Daniel Diffendale, I 
built an eschára, or ground level altar, for my experiments.3 
I burned 38 lamb thighbones over 22 events between 
December 8, 2012 and May 13, 2014.

In this paper I present research through experimental archaeology into what kind of fat was used to wrap the 
thighbones in Homeric and Classical sacrifice. The textual, iconographic, and archaeological sources clearly 
indicate that an important element of the ritual of sacrifice was the burning of thighbones twice wrapped in 
fat. Until now, the precise meaning of ‘twice-wrapped fat’ around these thighbones was not clearly understood. 
I burned 38 fat-wrapped thighbones in a reconstructed altar over 17 months to explore what fat was wrapped 
around the thighbone and why. The findings are then used to elucidate and clarify textual and iconographic 
sources.
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The Textual and Iconographic Evidence
In Homer (Il. 1.460–1, 2.423–4; Od. 3.457–8, 12.361–2), 
burning thighbones wrapped in fat is an important element 
of sacrifice. Later authors, including Aeschylus (PV 496–
499), Sophocles (Ant. 1005–1011), and Aristophanes (Av. 
1230–3), attest that this practice continued in the Classical 
period.4 Excavations of altars and sanctuaries confirm that 
thighbones were burned on altars.5 Yet we know very little 
about the fat wrapped around these thighbones, a significant 
component of the sacrifice specifically mentioned by ancient 
authors. 

Scholars have interpreted one fragment of Eubulus (the 
Middle Comic poet), and three red-figured vase images to 
indicate that the thighbones were wrapped in the layer of fat 
hanging below the stomach called the omentum in English, 
epipólaion or epíploon in ancient Greek, and bólia in modern 
Greek.6 A closer examination of the evidence shows that this 
argument is not as firm as has been assumed.

In the fragment of Eubulus (fr. 94 Kassel-Austin7), 
Dionysus says:

πρῶτον μὲν ὅταν ἐμοί τι θύωσίν τινες,
† αἷμα, κύστιν, μὴ καρδίαν
μηδὲ ἐπιπόλαιον οὐκ ἐγὼ γὰρ ἐσθίω
κλυκείαν οὐδὲ μηρίαν †
First if they offer anything to me, 
it is blood, bladder – not heart or omentum.

For I eat no sweet thing
nor thighbone.

Nothing in the passage says that the omentum is wrapped 
around the thighbones. Dionysus could be referring to the 
omentum as part of the splánchna along with the heart. Such 
a natural grouping of parts is suggested by the word order.8 
It also reflects the modern Greek practice of wrapping up 
the omentum together with the heart and other organs and 
roasting it as the traditional dish kokorétsi.

Three vases have been identified in the scholarship as 
depicting a thighbone wrapped in omentum:9 an Attic red-
figure bell-krater by the Painter of London in the British 
Museum depicts a fat-wrapped thighbone on the altar behind 
a tail (Figure 7.1),10 and two Attic red-figure bell-kraters, 
one by the Hephaistos Painter in Frankfurt (Figure 7.2)11 and 
one by the Pothos Painter in Paris,12 depict a priest placing 
a fat-wrapped thighbone on an altar. We cannot tell from 
these images if the thighbones are wrapped in omentum or 
a different fat.

I propose to add a fourth vase to this corpus, the Attic red-
figure calyx-krater by the Kleophon painter in St. Petersburg 
(Figure 7.3).13 If we accept Gunnel Ekroth’s proposal that 
the bell-krater by the Hephaistos Painter in Frankfurt (Figure 
7.2) depicts a priest placing a fat-wrapped thighbone on an 
altar14 (and I strongly believe she is correct), the scene on the 
krater by the Kleophon Painter in St. Petersburg (Figure 7.3) 

Figure 7.1 Attic red-figure bell krater, ca. 450–425 BC, Painter of London E 494. London, British Museum E 494. Photo © Trustees of 
the British Museum.
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should be also identified as a priest placing a fat-wrapped 
thighbone on an altar due to the similarity of the scene and 
the shape of the object in the priest’s hand.15 The textual and 
iconographic evidence can only help so much, and from here 
I investigated the issue through experimental archaeology.

Cutting Out the Thighbone
To extract the thighbone from a lamb leg is a fast and 
simple process for someone with experience, and we know 
from a passage in Plato that there were skilled butchers in 
Classical Athens. In the Phaedrus (265e 1–3), Socrates says 
that a good orator should be able to address a topic like an 
expert butcher, 

κατ’ ἄρθρα / ᾗ πέφυκεν, καὶ μὴ ἐπιχειρεῖν καταγνύναι μέρος 
μηδέν, κακοῦ / μαγείρου τρόπῳ χρώμενον 
according to its natural joints, and not try to break any part into 
pieces, like an inexpert butcher. (Trans. Rowe)

The first step is to remove the layer of fat from the outside 
of the thigh, and this fat comes off easily. One makes a small 
cut between the fat and the muscle at the proximal end of 
the thigh, and then the layer of fat peels off the leg (Figure 
7.4). There is no need for a special tool; it could be done 
with any sharp knife. Once this layer of fat is removed, a 
seam between the muscles is exposed. This seam is such that 
you can pull the muscles on either side of it apart with your 
fingers with no cutting (Figure 7.5). The thighbone is at the 
bottom of the anterior side of the seam. A slide of the knife 
down the seam along the thighbone exposes it (Figure 7.6). 
Continue cutting out the thighbone by repeatedly sliding 
the knife along the bone freeing it from the surrounding 
muscle (Figure 7.7). Then, slice easily through the knee and 
you have extracted the thighbone (Figures 7.8 and 7.9). By 
this method, one can remove a thighbone in less than five 
minutes, and speed would have been important especially 
when dealing with the logistics of large sacrifice such as 
a hecatomb.

The remainder of the leg now looks like images from 
vases that have been identified as legs from sacrifices that 
have had their thighbone removed, and this verifies that the 
butchery technique described above is accurate16 (Figures 
7.10 and 7.11). Only by carefully cutting along the natural 
divisions of the leg, as Plato specifies an expert butcher does, 
will the leg form this distinctive shape after the thigh bone 
has been removed. This leg is often specified in sacred laws 
as the reserved special portion, the géras, for the priest or 
other honored person.17

This method of removing the thighbone is the easiest and 
fastest and results in a piece of fat being removed that could 
be wrapped around the thighbone. The leg thus appears to 
be a self-contained sacrificial unit comprising thighbone, fat 
for wrapping the thighbone, tail, and the reserved leg meat.

Wrapping the Thighbone
The next step is to wrap the thighbone in fat. No author 
specifies what fat was used, but Homer does say that the 
priests wrap the thighbone in fat making it díptucha (Il. 
1.460–1, 2.423–4; Od. 12.360–1; Od. 3.457–8 has slight 
variation in the first half of line 457). 

μηρούς τ› ἐξέταμον κατά τε κνίσῃ ἐκάλυψαν
δίπτυχα ποιήσαντες, ἐπ› αὐτῶν δ› ὠμοθέτησαν
They cut out the thighbones and wrapped them in fat,
making them díptucha and laid shreds of raw meat on them. 
(Trans. Lattimore)

Scholars have understood díptucha to mean that the fat 

Figure 7.2 Attic red-figure bell krater, ca. 450–440 BC, Hephaistos 
Painter. Frankfort ß 413. Photo © Archaeological Museum 
Frankfurt.

Figure 7.3 Attic red-figure calyx-krater, ca. 440–420 BC, Kleophon 
Painter. The State Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg B-1658. Photo 
© The State Hermitage Museum / photo by Vladimir Terebenin, 
Leonard Kheifets, Yuri Molodkovets.
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Figure 7.9 The fully extracted thighbone. Photo Morgan Condell

Figure 7.4 Peeling of the layer of fat. Photo Morgan Condell Figure 7.5 Pulling apart the muscles along the seam. Photo Morgan 
Condell

Figure 7.6 Sliding the knife down the seam along the thighbone. 
Photo Morgan Condell

Figure 7.7 Extracting the thighbone. Photo Morgan Condell

Figure 7.8 Slicing through the knee. Photo Morgan Condell
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Figure 7.10 Left: Attic red-figure kylix, ca. 500–475 BC, Makron. Photo © Staatliche Antikensammlungen und Glyptothek München, photo 
by Renate Kühling. Right: Leg with bone extracted. Photo Morgan Condell. 

Figure 7.11 Left: Attic red-figure kylix, ca. 500–475 BC, Makron. London, British Museum E 62. Photo © Trustees of the British Museum. 
Right: Leg with bone extracted. Photo Morgan Condell.
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wraps around the thighbone twice.18 The butchery process 
of removing the thighbone has just created a piece of fat 
which can wrap around the thighbone twice and this then 
looks like the images that are thought to be fat wrapped 
thighbones on vases (Figure 7.12). The amount of fat on a 
lamb leg is quite variable, due to many factors (e.g. diet, 
species, breed, rainfall, temperature, type of soil, amount 
of exercise, etc). A lamb or sheep could not be relied upon 
to always have enough fat on the thigh to sufficiently wrap 
the thighbone.19

Omentum also wraps around the thighbone twice and 
when wrapped also looks like the images that are thought 
to be fat wrapped thighbones on vases (Figure 7.12). The 
omentum is not part of the self-contained leg, but the 
omentum was removed from the carcass before the legs. 
Since one would then have the omentum in hand before the 
thighbone was removed, using the omentum would involve 
no time delay or extra step. 

In a lamb younger than eight months, the omentum is 
not sufficiently developed enough to be usable. Instead of 
being a fatty, white, net-like substance that can entirely 
conceal the bone when covering it, the omentum of a young 
lamb has white fat around the edges but only transparent 
membrane in the middle and thus would be unable to conceal 
the bone, as well as having a low fat content which would 
not burn well. 20

Thus, both kinds of fat could be used to wrap the 
thighbones twice, but both kinds of fat have potential 
availability issues; neither could always have sufficed. 

Therefore, we need to find another type of evidence to 
determine what fat they were using.

Turning to the archaeological record cannot help us here. 
Excavated thighbones from sanctuaries and altars cannot 
tell us whether sufficient fat was originally on the lamb’s 
thigh or tell us enough about the age of the animal to know 
if there was sufficient omentum.21 

A relevant Homeric scholion may be brought into 
this discussion. Found in the T scholia,22 the scholiast is 
explicating the word knisé at Iliad 21.363. 

ὡς δὲ λέβης ζεῖ ἔνδον ἐπειγόμενος πυρὶ πολλῷ
κνίσην μελδόμενος ἁπαλοτρεφέος σιάλοιο
πάντοθεν ἀμβολάδην
As a pot seethes within, driven on by much fire
melting knisé of a well fed pig
bubbling up from every side (Trans. Lattimore)

Our scholiast defines three ways Homer uses the word knisé: 
as ἀναθυμίασις, rising vapor; as λίπος, fat; and importantly 
for us, as ἐπίπλοον, omentum. He says: 

σημαίνει δὲ καὶ τὸν ἐπίπλουν, ὡς ὅταν λέγῃ “κατά τε κνίσῃ 
ἐκάλυψαν / δίπτυχα ποιήσαντες” (Il.1.460 – 1)· διπλᾶ γὰρ 
ποιήσαντες τὰ κνίση τοὺς
μηροὺς ἐκάλυψαν· “δίπτυχα” δὲ αὐτὰ τὰ κνίση “ποιήσαντες”· 
ἐπεὶ
γὰρ δύο οἱ μηροί, τὸν ἐπίπλουν εἰς δύο διελόντες ἑκάτερον 
τῶν μηρῶν
θατέρῳ μέρει τοῦ ἐπίπλου ἐκάλυπτον. 

Knisé also means the omentum, as when he [Homer] says “and 
he covered it with knisé making it díptucha”. (Il.1.460–1). For 
having made double the knisé he covered the thighs. “Making” 
this knisé “díptucha”. Since indeed there are two thighs, 
dividing the omentum into two they used to cover each of the 
thighs with one half of the omentum.

This scholion says that the fat used to wrap thighbones in 
Homeric sacrifice is omentum. Furthermore, a scholion 
from the D scholia to Il.1.461 is a gloss that defines knisé 
as omentum and a scholion from the A scholia to Il. 2.424 
says that the shreds of raw meat placed on the wrapped 
thigh were “placed into the omentum” (εἰς τὸν ἐπίπλουν 
ἐνθέντας), implying that the thighbones were wrapped in 
omentum at the time. 

The T scholion also suggests a new meaning for díptucha, 
namely that the omentum itself is cut into two parts and each 
of these then enwrap one thighbone. Figure 7.13 shows the 
omentum from a one to one-and-a-half year old lamb cut in 
half and able to wrap twice around two lamb thighbones as 
described in the scholion.

Although the Homeric scholia are in agreement that 
omentum was being used, it is better to view this as indicating 
a preference because of the practical problems with relying 
on omentum with young lambs. Comparative anthropology, 
economic considerations, and the archaeological record 
compel us to understand that they were sacrificing young 

Figure 7.12 Top: Thighbone wrapped twice in thigh fat. Bottom: 
Thighbone wrapped twice in omentum. Photo Morgan Condell.
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lambs at least some of the time.23 Sheep birth in the spring 
and one can feed lambs through the summer on milk and 
in pasture at no expense. During the fall, with the return 
from pasture and weaning, feeding expenses increase. As a 
result scholars assume many young lambs were culled and 
sacrificed in the fall. These lambs would have been too 
young for people making sacrifice to rely on their omentum.

The archaeological record might confuse rather than 
clarify the issue, as my experiments have shown that 
thighbones of younger lambs are destroyed and disappear 
when burnt to a much greater degree than bones from older 
animals.24 As a result, the archaeological record would 
under-represent the thighbones of animals too young to have 
sufficient omentum. The archaeological evidence would 
then skew our interpretation towards a higher percentage 
of older animals whose thighbones could have been more 
easily wrapped in omentum. 

In sum, we see a preference for omentum fat for wrapping 
thighbones in the Homeric scholia as well as evidence from 
practical butchery that indicates the availability of thigh 
fat. Thighbones look essentially the same when wrapped in 
either fat, and both fats also have availability issues.

Burning the Thighbone
Can burning wrapped thighbones reveal a practical reason 
why these two fats could not be used interchangeably or 
even together? To compare how they behave on a burning 
altar, I burned thighbones wrapped in omentum, in thighfat, 
in both fats, and unwrapped. For contrast, I also burned fully 
fleshed thighbones wrapped in omentum.

At each event, I built a pyre imitating the ones pictured 
on Greek vases (e.g. Figures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3).25 When the 
fire was around 600 degrees Celsius, but putting off no 
impressive flames, I would place the thighbone on the pyre. 
Within seconds of placing the wrapped thighbone, flames 

would begin to form around it, whether the thighbone was 
wrapped in thigh fat, omentum, or a combination of both. 
Within two minutes the flame would greatly increase, and 
in less than six minutes the flame would be high above the 
altar and have obscured the thighbone (Figure 7.14). Based 
on my experiments, a thighbone wrapped with at least 200 
grams of fat will always cause this burst of flame. I found 
that the omentum from a one to one-and-a-half year old lamb 
consistently weighs 400–600 grams and thus this critical 
mass of 200 grams accords with half the omentum of a single 
animal (supporting the assertion of the aforementioned T 
scholion) as well as with the amount of fat often found on 
the thigh itself. 

The only difference I have observed in behavior of the 
two fats is that sometimes the thigh fat would unwrap 
from the bone while on the pyre. The fat and the bone still 
burned in this case, but the bone being concealed by fat is 
an important element of the literary evidence.26 I found that 
a light wrapping of omentum around a thigh fat wrapped 
bone keeps the thigh fat from unwrapping. The amount of 
omentum found in a young lamb suffices for this. 

In direct contrast to the behavior of the wrapped 
thighbone, unwrapped bones, wrapped fleshed bones, bones 
with an insufficient wrapping of fat, as well as tails caused 
no burst of flame or any other kind of dramatic change to 
the pyre.

There is no way to tell from the archaeological evidence 
whether the bone was wrapped in fat or bare because my 
experiments have shown that an unwrapped bone and a fat-
wrapped bone look the same after they have been burned. On 
the other hand, fully fleshed bones have a different pattern 

Figure 7.13 Omentum from a one to one-and-a-half year old lamb 
cut in half for wrapping twice. Photo Morgan Condell.

Figure 7.14 Burst of flame above altar as fat-wrapped bone catches 
fire. Photo Morgan Condell.
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of breakage, but overall are more completely destroyed 
when burned and thus would be hard to identify in the 
archaeological record. Fully fleshed bones take a much 
larger quantity of fuel and a much longer time to burn than 
defleshed bones and, even when wrapped in 300 grams of 
omentum, a fully fleshed bone puts off no burst of flame.

Broader Implications
The evidence from these experiments concerns what may be 
considered only a small detail of the larger act of sacrifice 
– what fat wrapped around the thighbone – but this detail 
has larger implications. For instance, this information might 
help us understand certain vase imagery and a critical scene 
in Sophocles’ Antigone. 

There is only one extant image thought to portray a 
wrapped thighbone burning on an altar, the lump on the 
altar visible behind the tail depicted on the krater by the 
Painter of London in the British Museum (Figure 7.1). 
The distinct sideways-hourglass shape of the lump that 
could represent the bulbous ends of the thighbone is drawn 
recognizably. The fire portrayed here is leaping above the 
tail and wrapped thighbone as it does over the thighbones 
in my experiments. But the experiments have shown also 
that a burning tail alone makes no change in the fire. The 
fact that the wrapped thighbone produces a distinctive 
surge of flame every time, while the tail alone produces 
no such flame, urges us to view images of leaping flames 
over curling tails as indicating the implied presence of the 
wrapped thighbone next to the tail, even though the painter 
has not explicitly included it in the image.27

Understanding how a thighbone burns helps us to better 
understand the scene of failed sacrifice in Sophocles’ 
Antigone. This scene is horrifying because of the contrast 
with expected behavior understood by the audience. At line 
1005, Tiresias says:

Εὐθὺς δὲ δείσας ἐμπύρων ἐγευόμην
βωμοῖσι παμφλέκτοισιν· ἐκ δὲ θυμάτων
Ἥφαιστος οὐκ ἔλαμπεν, ἀλλ› ἐπὶ σποδῷ
μυδῶσα κηκὶς μηρίων ἐτήκετο
κἄτυφε κἀνέπτυε, καὶ μετάρσιοι
χολαὶ διεσπείροντο, καὶ καταρρυεῖς
μηροὶ καλυπτῆς ἐξέκειντο πιμελῆς.
At once I was alarmed, and attempted
Burnt sacrifice at the altar where I kindled fire; but the fire
God raised no flame from my offerings. Over the ashes a
Dank slime oozed from the thighbones, smoked and sputtered;
The gall was sprayed high into the air and the thighs,
Streaming with liquid, lay bare of the fat that had concealed 
them. (Trans. Lloyd-Jones)

From the description in the passage, the audience knows 
that the ritual has been set up correctly: they lit the fire, 
wrapped the thighbone in fat, and placed it on the altar. 
But the ritual did not work as it is supposed to, as everyone 

in the audience would have understood. Flames did not 
rise up from out of the sacrifice but instead liquid dripped 
down.28 The contrast with the regular, expected behavior of 
a burning wrapped thighbone, as seen in my experiments, 
is what gives the passage its power.

Conclusions
Sacrificial ritual is designed to succeed; it is reliable and 
predictable. I have demonstrated through my experiments 
that a wood pyre built in the manner depicted on vases 
always burns at sufficient temperature to curl the tail and 
consume the thighbone and does not spill the tail and thigh 
as the wood is consumed. I have burned 38 tails and the 
tail always curls. A thighbone wrapped in 200 or more 
grams of fat always produces the desired surge of flame. 
The passage from Sophocles illustrates the deep anxiety 
about sacrifices not being accepted and my experiments 
have shown that these indicators of divine acceptance were 
designed to succeed every time.29 As such, an over-reliance 
on a specific kind of fat, the supply of which could not be 
guaranteed, is implausible.

For the thighbone to give the anticipated response 
– approximately seven minutes of jumping flames – a 
minimum amount of fat needs to be wrapped around the 
bone. Since the goal was to have success every time, no 
impractical restrictions could be put on this fat. The scholia 
I discussed surely indicate a preference for omentum, 
but practical considerations must keep the thigh fat as a 
possibility as well. 

For these rituals at the altar, every step is very fast: removal 
of thigh bone takes less than five minutes; thighbones throw 
up striking flame in four minutes and are burned out in ten 
minutes; tails curl in less than seven minutes. The burning 
is visually striking, it is engaging, and it is exciting. Burning 
the wrapped thighbone and the tail on the altar provide ten 
intense minutes in which all time seems to slow down and 
the quotidian merges with the divine. 
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Notes
1 Arist. Part. an. 665 a28 – 672 b8 defines and discusses the 

splánchna.
2 Burning tails: Jameson 1966, Jameson 1983, pp. 60–

61, Ekroth 2009, p. 149, Ekroth 2013b p. 20. Wrapping 
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thighbones in omentum: Forstenpointer 2003. Experimental 
butchery of forelegs: Ekroth 2013a. Comparing burned fleshed 
bones, defleshed ‘green’ bones, and defleshed dry bones: 
Buikstra and Swegele 1989. For an overview of the history 
and methodological problems of experimental archaeology 
related to cult, see Forstenpointer et al. 2013.

3 For discussion of the eschára, see Ekroth 2002 pp. 25–59, esp. 
pp. 58–59. For the image closest to the altar we built, see the 
Attic red-figure Panathenaic amphora by the Kleophon painter 
(440/420 BC), Darmstadt A 1969:4 (478), ARV2 1146/48.

4 See van Straten 1995, pp. 118–141.
5 Reese 1989, Forstenpointer 2003, Ekroth 2009. For 

bibliography of faunal remains from sanctuaries and altars, 
see Reese 2005, MacKinnon 2007a, pp. 490–491, MacKinnon 
2007b, pp. 17–19. 

6 Van Straten 1995, p. 125, Forstenpointer 2003, pp. 210–211, 
Forstenpointer 2013, pp. 237–238, Ekroth 2013b, pp. 20–21. 
Arist. Part. an. 677 b15, explains that epíploon is the 
omentum. Hesychios ε.5084 defines epipólaion as epíploon, 
with reference to the Eubulus fragment in question.

7 κλυκείαν cod: γλυκείαν Morelius, vid. Meineke IV p. 613sq.
8 Smyth 2163: copulative use of μηδὲ.
9 Images identified by Ekroth 2013, p. 21. For a discussion 

of the use of vase imagery as testimony for how sacrifice is 
conducted, see van Straten 1995, pp. 5–9.

10 London BM E 494, ARV2 1408/1, ca. 450–425 BC.
11 Frankfurt ß 413, ARV2 1683/31, ca. 450–440 BC.
12 Paris Louvre G 496, ARV2 1190/24, ca. 425–400 BC. On 

this bell-krater (not pictured), Durand 1986, p. 137 called 
the item in the priest’s hand a ritual cake, Jameson 1986, p. 
65 n.15 a metal phiale, van Straten 1995, p. 144 a heart or 
bladder, but Ekroth 2013, p. 20 follows Forstenpointer 2003, 
pp. 200–201 interpreting it to be two thighbones wrapped 
together in omentum. 

13 Saint Petersburg B-1658, ARV2 1144/14, ca. 440–420 BC.
14 Ekroth 2013, p. 21.
15 Jameson 1986 argued that the object in the priest’s hand 

depicted a gall bladder; van Straten 1995, p. 128 questions 
this interpretation. Even if the vase depicts the failed sacrifice 
scene in Antigone, as Jameson asserts, it still probably depicts 
a wrapped thighbone in the priest’s hand given the greater 
emphasis on the thighbone in the scene. 

16 Durant 1984; Tsoukala 2009; Ekroth 2013b.
17 See Tsoukala 2009 for discussion.
18 Most influentially, Kirk 1985, p. 101.
19 The bibliography on factors influencing fat composition of 

ovicaprids in the field of meat science is large. Suffice it to say 
that the fat on lamb legs is variable. e.g. “It is well established 
that fat is the most variable tissue in the carcass.” Mahgoup et 
al. 2004, p. 582. I have seen this in Central Market in Athens 
as well – lamb legs of different ages and sizes do not have 
consistent amounts of fat.

20 I have had extensive discussions about this with the butchers 
in Central Market in Athens and have seen these low-fat, 
low-weight transparent omenta from young lambs. For low 
weights of the omentum in ovicaprids, see Alvarez-Rodriguez 
et al. 2009; Gaili 1978; Purroy 1995. I warmly thank Dr. 
Barbara Grandstaff, University of Pennsylvania School of 
Veterinary Medicine, for answering questions about omentum.

21 On the issues with aging animals by means of epiphysial 
fusion of the femur: Silver 1970, pp. 284–289; Zeder 2006; 
David Reese, (pers. comm.); I thank Flint Dibble for extensive 
discussions on the topic.

22 This specific scholion derives either from Porphyry or a 
common source for Porphyry, either way giving the scholion 
a terminus ante quem of the mid 3rd century AD. Kirk 1985, 
pp. 38–43; Erbse 1969; MacPhail 2011; Richard Janko (pers. 
comm.).

23 For comparative anthropology, see Hesse 1982; Ryder 1983, 
pp. 679–681; Zeder 2001. For economic considerations, see 
Jameson 1988. For the archaeological record, see Reese 1989.

24 This accords with Lyman 1994, pp. 397–8 concerning why 
smaller bones appear to disappear from the fossil record at a 
higher rate than larger bones for numerous reasons, including 
their higher surface-to-volume ratio. See also Payne 1985.

25 This specific woodpile shape is depicted on 23 different 
5th century Athenian vases pictured in van Straten 1995 
and Gebauer 2002. The shape of the woodpile seems to 
be important and recognizable from its regular portrayal 
on these vases taken together with Ar. Pax 1026, in which 
Trygaeus rhetorically asks the audience if he is arranging the 
woodpile on the altar “like a mantis,” implying that there is 
a recognizable shape for a woodpile on an altar. 

26 e.g. the thighbone becoming exposed from its surrounding fat 
being the culmination of the failed sacrifice scene in Soph. 
Ant. 1005–1011, as discussed below.

27 e.g. van Straten figs. 123, 135, 142, 145, 153.
28 The scholiast to this passage says that the thighbone behaved 

this way because the components of the sacrifice were wet. 
I tested this by using wet wood and dunking the wrapped 
thighbone in water, however the thighbone burned the same 
as it does dry. I thank Nikos Manousakis of the University 
of Athens for pointing out this scholion to me. 

29 For more on Greek anxieties about divine acceptance of 
sacrifice, see most recently Naiden 2013.
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